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ABSTRACT: Concentrated optical elds in plasmonic metal
nanostructures generate high densities o excited charge carriers,
which can be extracted or emitted into surrounding media or a
variety o physical, chemical, and biological applications. However,
the detailed geometry- and eld-dependent photoexcitation
mechanisms determining the spatial, temporal, vector momentum,
and energy distributions o these carriers in nanoplasmonic systems
are still under investigation. Gathering insights rom recent studies
with nanoscale spatial, emtosecond temporal, and/or angle-
resolved momentum resolution, we survey several emerging
methods or geometrical design and active optical control o
nanoplasmonic hot carrier excitation and emission distributions.
Uniorm dielectric coatings, or example, provide a means o
blocking or regulating hot carrier emission, while nonuniorm coatings can provide nanoscale spatial selectivity. Nanoscale site
selectivity can also be actively controlled on ultraast time scales by optically addressing dierent polarization- and/or requency-
sensitive hot spots, particularly with sharp nanocathode geometries such as nanostars. Furthermore, the nanoplasmonic geometry
and the corresponding internal vs surace electric eld distributions signicantly inuence the undamental bulk- vs surace-like
photoexcitation mechanisms, with dramatic eects on the excited carrier distributions and dynamics. Finally, energy-resolved pump−
probe photoemission studies clariy the tens-o-emtosecond time scales relevant or hot carrier extraction.

■ INTRODUCTION
Efcient conversion o optical energy into electronic excitations
in nanoplasmonic systems has opened up a variety o new
pathways in recent years or product-selective photocatalysis,1−5

broadband photovoltaics,6−9 targeted biotherapeutics,10 ultra-
ast integrated optoelectronics,11−13 and highly coherent
nanocathodes.14−17 Plasmonic metal systems, including a wide
selection o nely tuned synthetic particles18−20 and eectively
arbitrary nanolithographic structures,6,11,12,17,21 oer extraordi-
nary optical eld concentration into deeply subwavelength
nanoscale volumes, along with geometry-dependent responses
to optical polarization,14,22−24 requency,14,22,23 intensity,17,25
and phase.11 These strong, nanolocalized plasmonic interactions
generate high population densities o “hot” carriers (commonly
reerring to both electron−electron thermalized and nascent/
nonthermal photoexcited carriers) with average excitation
energies much greater than kBT o the metal lattice. Despite
the numerous applications that rely on the efcient transer o
these hot carriers into surrounding media (e.g., semiconductors,
surace-adsorbed molecules, other metals, or ree space), a
variety o geometric design and optical control degrees o
reedom remain relatively untapped due to challenges in

predicting and controlling their nanoscale spatial, emtosecond
temporal, and vector momentum distributions. With a growing
demand or efcient extraction and versatile control over hot
carriers, it is becoming increasingly important to take ull
advantage o these available design and control degrees o
reedom.
A major set o nanoplasmonic applications relies on the

efcient separation and transer o excited charge carriers into
nearbymaterials, such as semiconductors8,26 or surace adsorbed
molecules.3 Along with photodetection and photovoltaic energy
collection, metal−semiconductor Schottky junctions can be
utilized or charge ltration, spatially separating hot electron and
hot hole distributions in photocatalytic applications.21 Charge
transer may take place either ballistically, ollowing photo-
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excitation throughout the volume o the metal, or directly at the
metal−semiconductor26,27 or metal−molecular interace.28 In
photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications, internal quantum
yields or ballistic charge transer are oten less than 1%,29−34

while enhanced efciencies have been demonstrated via direct
surace photoexcitation.26,32 In this Perspective, we survey
recent work and highlight general design principles or
promoting surace- vs bulk-like photoexcitations, while also
looking at opportunities to enhance ballistic transer via tailored
hot carrier spatial and momentum distributions.34 Conversely,
we also examine opportunities or blocking or regulating hot
carrier transer with thin dielectric coatings,35 which can be
utilized to eliminate unwanted chemical transormations in
surace/tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy36 or to distinguish
between carrier-induced and thermal eects in plasmon-
enhanced photocatalysis, which remains a subject o some
debate.37−39

Another broad set o emerging nanoplasmonic applications
relies on both the efcient ultraast generation and emission o
photoexcited electrons into ree space, with tailored kinetic
energy and vector momentum distributions. These applications
involve either perturbative multiphoton photoemission, ther-
mionic emission, strong-eld tunneling emission, or some
combination thereo to overcome 4−5 eV metal work unctions
with visible excitation photon energies in the 1.5−3.1 eV range.
When emitted rom ew-nanometer sources by emtosecond
laser pulses, these photoelectron beams can exhibit a high degree
o spatiotemporal coherence, which is necessary or imaging
ultraast nanoscale structural or chemical dynamics with
techniques such as ultraast transmission electron microscopy,40
low-energy electron diraction,41−44 or point projection
microscopy.15,16,42 While such techniques currently avor
laser-triggered etched nanotip emitters held and manipulated
by their macroscopic shanks, the ully nanoscale dimensions o
localized plasmonic nanocathodes invite new, integrated
schemes or probing the structure and dynamics o nearby
nanoscale objects. The high brightness o nanoplasmonic
emitters (and arrays thereo) have also attracted interest as
pulsed electron sources or X-ray ree electron laser systems.45,46
In addition to their excellent qualities or electron beam sources,
plasmonic nanocathodes have demonstrated great promise or
carrier-envelope phase-sensitive devices11,47,48 and terahertz
nanoelectronic diodes,12,49 toward ultraast inormation pro-
cessing and quantum nanophotonic signal transduction.
Predictive understanding o how and where hot carriers are

generated, along with their corresponding energy distributions,
lietimes, vector momenta distributions, and transer efciencies
are clearly essential or progress in many o these nanoplasmonic
application areas. In this Perspective, we highlight several recent
methods or geometrically designing and actively optically
controlling hot carrier distributions and ultraast dynamics in
nanoplasmonic systems (Figure 1), including by means o (i)
dielectric or semiconductor coatings, (ii) selective surace hot
spot excitation, and (iii) bulk vs surace photoexcitation. Finally,
we look at progress in directly probing the ultraast dynamics o
hot carriers in nanoplasmonic systems or insight into the
relevant decay mechanisms and extraction time scales. Guided
by new measurement techniques and corresponding develop-
ments in theoretical modeling, these methods acilitate the
optimal design o cocatalyst and lter coatings in site-selective
nanocatalysis,21,50,51 optimization o ballistic and direct
excitation/transer in photocatalysis, photovoltaics, and photo-
detection,34,52 and even adaptive spatiotemporal control53 o

ultraast photoelectron waveorms or nanoelectronics and
ultraast electron imaging.

■ TAILORING HOT CARRIER EMISSION WITH
BESPOKE COATINGS

Perhaps the most conceptually straightorward method o
tailoring nanoplasmonic photocurrent distributions is utilizing
nonuniorm dielectric or semiconductor coatings to block or
selectively collect hot carriers, respectively. Insulators such as
SiO2 have long been used to block charge transer in
semiconductor devices, with the wide bandgaps serving as
barriers to low-energy carriers around the metal Fermi level or
semiconductor conduction band edge. Even hot electrons in
plasmonic applications with sufcient energy to transer into the
SiO2 conduction band (∼3.5 eV above the Au Fermi level), or
instance, will travel only a ew nanometers beore decaying
below the escape barrier.35,54 Thus, dielectric coatings can serve
to block photocurrents over a wide range o excitation energies.
By contrast, semiconductor coatings are oten utilized as energy
lters, with lower-energy Schottky barriers (∼1.1 eV or an Au-
TiO2 junction

8) that can selectively transmit hot electron or hot
hole photocurrents.8,21,55 These are particularly useul or charge
separation in nanocatalysis56 and photovoltaic energy harvest-
ing.8 Anisotropic coatings also allow or oxidation and reduction
to occur at dierent sites o the nanoparticle, enabling dierent
lters/cocatalysts and acilitating nanoparticle reneutralization
or efcient operation.21,51 Indeed, implicit in all discussions o
hot electron (hole) extraction is the need or a complete circuit
in which the metal is reneutralized via hole (electron)
reinjection. The ideal case is that in which the energy contained
within both the hot electron and the hot hole distributions is
collected; otherwise, hal o the absorbed photon energy may be
wasted. The ability to design such systems, particularly or
photochemical applications, is greatly acilitated by anisotropic
coatings.21

Figure 1. Summary o several emerging methods or controlling
nanoscale hot carrier distributions and photocurrents in plasmonic
systems.
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Only recently, however, has the design o nonuniorm
nanoparticle coatings with tens-o-nanometer or better spatial
precision become easible. Along with increasingly precise and
versatile nanoabrication capabilities,21 synthetic techniques
have emerged in the past decade that enable controlled
anisotropic metal, semiconductor (e.g., TiO2), dielectric (e.g.,
SiO2), and other coatings on metal nanoparticles (Figure
2a),19,21,51,57−63 as reviewed recently.64 In many cases these
synthetic techniques or anisotropic coatings take advantage o
the reduced density o ligands such as cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) in regions o high nanoparticle curvature59 to
either (i) selectively grow the desired coatings in these
regions,51,57 or (ii) bind larger ligands that prevent urther
growth, thereby promoting growth in other surace regions in
subsequent coating steps.19,57

Both dense and mesoporous silica coatings are commonly
used to stabilize nanoparticles in solution while providing
increased morphological photostability,65,66 with mesoporous

silica additionally providing channels or size-ltered molecular
access to the metal surace.67 Uniorm dense or mesoporous
silica coatings can be used to regulate the rate o hot carrier
transer, with ew- to tens-o-nanometer thick layers leading to
orders-o-magnitude attenuation (Figure 2b). This attenuation
can be utilized to block unwanted hot carrier-triggered chemical
transormations in surace-enhanced Raman spectroscopy36 and
other plasmon-enhanced photonic applications. Furthermore,
silica coatings may also be exploited to quantiy the roles o hot
carrier vs thermal contributions in nanocatalysis and biother-
apeutics (e.g., light-triggered DNA release10,68) by blocking
charge transer while still allowing or efcient thermal coupling.
Nonuniorm coatings, on the other hand, can be utilized to
promote charge transer/emission in controlled nanoscale
regions or new site-selective photocatalysis50 and nanocathode
applications.14

For any o these applications, however, it is rst necessary to
understand the hot carrier transmission through uniorm dense

Figure 2. Dielectric coatings or photocurrent or charge transer regulation and angular control. (a) Examples o gold nanorods, bipyramids, and
nanocubes with anisotropic mesoporous silica coatings on the tips or sides. (b) Photoelectron transmission efciency as a unction o uniorm dense
versus mesoporous silica coating thickness. The single-exponential decay or the dense silica coating occurs with 1 nm eective decay length (blue
line), while the nonexponential behavior and increased transmission through the porous silica can be explained in terms o transmission through the
randomly aligned pores. Geometrical model shown in light blue with uncertainty bounds on the pore/silica volume ratio o 0.49± 0.05. (c) Directional
photocurrents emitted through thinner deect regions o silica coatings, demonstrating opportunities or angular photocurrent control and nanoscale
site selectivity with tailored anisotropic coatings. Adapted with permission rom re 57 or nanorods in (a). Copyright 2013Wiley-VCH. Adapted with
permission rom re 58 or bipyramids and nanocubes in (a). Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. Adapted with permission rom re 35 or (b) and (c).
Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.
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and mesoporous silica coatings. These studies were perormed
recently by Medeghini et al.35 with gold nanorods coated in
dense and mesoporous silica coatings o varying thickness. The
eective attenuation length o low-energy electrons traveling
through the conduction band o SiO2 (∼0−2 eV above the band
edge) is remarkably shortapproximately 1 nmdue to
electron scattering with various phonon modes o the bridging
oxygen in the SiO2 network.54 This dramatic attenuation
behavior is shown in Figure 2b or gold nanorods coated
uniormly in dense silica lms. In the same study, the
transmission dynamics o hot electrons through uniorm
mesoporous silica coatings were ound to dier substantially
rom dense silica, with much less (though still considerable)
attenuation, as well as deviations rom single-exponential
behavior. A simple geometrical model o transmission through
randomly aligned ree-space porous channels was introduced to
explain these observations, yielding good agreement with the
measured transmission efciencies (Figure 2b).
These basic insights on the dramatic attenuation o hot

electron currents through uniorm silica coatings illustrate new
opportunities or nanoscale spatial control over hot electron
transer/emission distributions with tailored nonuniorm coat-
ings. This was also demonstrated recently by Medeghini et al.,
using photoelectron velocity mapping and correlated scanning
electron microscopy to resolve directional emission rom
thinner deect regions in nominally uniorm silica coatings
(Figure 2c).35 The anisotropic coatings inuence both nano-
scale spatial photocurrent distributions as well as their
corresponding vector momentum distributions. Careully
designed synthetic or lithographic coatings could thus be
utilized to enhance the directivity o nanocathode emitters (and
emitter arrays), inuence photocurrent distributions in nano-
electronic systems, or help dene nanometer-scale active sites in
photocatalytic systems.

■ SELECTIVE SURFACE HOT SPOTS
Along with the plasmonic enhancement, prolate nanoparticle
geometries and sharp nanoparticle eatures exhibit an extra
surace eld enhancement actor due to the lightning rod
eect.69,70 The overall electric eld enhancement actors o these
nanolocalized plasmonic and lightning-rod-enhanced “hot
spots” can exceed 50 or some particularly sharp nanoparticle
geometries.14,17,71 Exceptionally strong hot spots with 100-old
or greater eld enhancements can even occur in nanoparticle
dimer junctions and nanogap plasmons o nanoparticles on
conductive substrates,72−74 as well as within crevice-like surace
deects.24,75,76 While nanoplasmonic hot spots are typically
concentrated in surace regions much smaller than the overall
emitter surace area, they nevertheless oten serve as the
dominant excitation/emission source due to the E2 dependence
o linear photoexcitation, with even stronger contributions in
nonlinear applications involving multiphoton excitation (∝ E2n)
or optical eld emission.15,77 Photoemission (or hot electron
injection) rom highly prolate particles such as nanostars and
bipyramids, or instance, is predominantly rom the sharp tip hot
spots.4,14,23,78
Photoexcitation at surace-concentrated hot spots leads to

photoelectrons emitted directionally outward in an approx-
imately cos θ angular distribution with respect to the surace
normal or n-photon photoemission,14 weighted by the
appropriate power o the surace-normal electric eld, E⊥

2n. The
photoelectron angular distribution becomes narrower in the
strong-eld and transitional regimes79 and is also inuenced by

postemission surace-normal acceleration due to ponderomotive
orces.17 For sharp, point-like hot spots, both perturbative and
strong-eld regimes can yield bright photocathode sources46
with a high degree o spatial coherence and well-dened
photocurrent directionality.14 Photoemission rom bound Bloch
states into unbound excited statestypically modeled as inverse
low-energy electron diraction (LEED) states80can be
calculated via Fermi’s golden rule81 or Green unction
methods.82,83 More recent work79 eectively interpolates
between multiphoton photoemission and strong-eld regimes
and provides a versatile ramework or surace photoemission in
nanoplasmonics, also yielding good quantitative agreement with
recent experiments.14,84 It should be noted that such surace-
mediated photoemission (along with direct interacial excitation
discussed below) generally bypasses hot electron intermediate
states.
Advances within the past decade in the synthetic and

nanolithographic design o anisotropic nanoparticle and
nanostructure geometries have led to new possibilities or
optical control via selective excitation o dierent plasmonic hot
spots23,53,85,86 (Figure 3a,b) and complementary control over
photocurrent momentum distributions (Figure 3c).14,24,87 In
the simplest case, dierent plasmon resonance modes o the
same particle or structure lead to separate hot spot excitations,
which can be selectively excited via laser polarization, requency,
or carrier-envelope phase. A detailed mapping can then be
developed between the multidimensional optical parameter
space and the plasmonic hot spot excitations o a system.85 With
the present level o understanding rom both spatial- and
momentum-resolved studies, hot electron devices are thus
primed or adaptive ultraast control implementations,53,85,88 as
well as application-specic nanoscale geometry optimization via
direct and inverse design. The ability to selectively address
dierent plasmonic hot spots on ultraast time scales leads to the
complementary ability to control the photocurrent spatial and
vector momentum distributions,14,89,90 as shown in Figure 3.
Such nanoscale control over photocurrents and their direction-
ality has signicant implications or optimizing collection in
photocatalytic, photovoltaic, and nanoelectronic devices, along
with controlling emtosecond nanocathode photoemission
distributions or ultraast electron imaging applications.

■ SURFACE VERSUS BULK PHOTOEXCITATION
Among other helpul dichotomies, photoexcitation and electron
emission processes in nanoplasmonic systems are oten ramed
in terms o ballistic hot carrier transer rom the metal vs direct
excitation at the interace (specically reerring to cases with
plasmon energies below the energy gap o the interacial states,
such that the charges originate within the metal Fermi
sea).26−28,30,32,91−93 This dichotomy, oten discussed or
metal−molecule or metal−semiconductor interaces in nano-
plasmonic systems, is closely related to the surace vs bulk
paradigm o metal−vacuum interaces that has been central to
the photoemission literature or nearly a century.83,94−96

Considerable dierences in the charge extraction efciencies
and mechanisms will occur or these dierent systems,
particularly or surace-adsorbed molecules, which involve
continuum-to-bound or bound-to-bound direct excitations o
surace-hybridized molecular orbitals instead o the typical
eective continuum-to-continuum ree-carrier excitations at
vacuum or semiconductor interaces (neglecting surace/
interacial states). Longer-lived transient ion states and hot
electron (or hole) transer back into the metal can also play a
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uniquely important role or photochemical processes.92 Metal−
semiconductor interaces can also exhibit interacial states that
contribute to excitation and relatively long-lived hot carrier
trapping.27,97 Nevertheless, many o the same underlying
principles apply to all o these metal−environment interaces
and we shall proceed to consider new (or rather, old) insights on
these important eects in the context o surace vs bulk
photoemission, which has been less discussed in the nano-
plasmonics context.30,34

The surace vs bulk dichotomy is based on the distinction
between momentum conservation via surace scattering or bulk
scattering mechanisms during photoexcitation, which is o
particular interest when considering the spatial and momentum
distributions o excited carriers. Surace excitation mechanisms
are due to translational symmetry breaking at material interaces
and may include momentum contributions rom the electric
eld discontinuity (enhanced by evanescently decaying

plasmonic elds98), localized surace states, the exponential
internal decay o inverse LEED nal states,80 and/or the ew-
angstrom exponential external decay o the ground state Bloch
wave unctions. The transition matrix elements or such surace-
mediated excitations depend on the surace-normal component
o the electric eld, E⊥, with both internal (smaller eld but
greater electron density) and external (larger eld but less
electron density) contributions. Bulk mechanisms include
interband and intraband excitations, where the latter requires
scattering with a third body such as a phonon, deect, or another
electron. Bulk excitations do not rely on (but may be inuenced
by) the presence o an interace, and the transition matrix
elements only depend on the total electric eld magnitude, E.
Excitation in nanoplasmonic surace hot spots has already

been discussed above, but many nanoparticle geometries also
exhibit considerable “hot zones” o >10-old eld enhancements
within their volumes, which can lead to appreciable volume

Figure 3.Controlling photoemission by optically addressing dierent plasmonic hot spots via laser polarization, requency, and carrier-envelope phase
(CEP). (a) Scanning electron micrograph o a representative gold nanotriangle, with photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) images mapping
the photoemission intensity rom the three tip hot spots addressed via laser polarization (in-plane projected E0 indicated). (b) CEP-sensitive optical
eld emission rom a noncentrosymmetric gold nanotriangle and non-CEP-sensitive emission rom a centrosymmetric gold nanorod, shown along
with the laser eld and corresponding calculated Fowler−Nordheim tunneling current over time. (c) Frequency- and polarization-controlled plasmon
excitation and hot spot selectivity demonstrated via directional multiphoton photoemission velocity mapping or a single gold nanostar. The requency
dependence is demonstrated with circular polarization at a series o excitation wavelengths rom the 725 nm short arm resonance to the 825 nm long
arm resonance, while the polarization dependence is demonstrated or dierent linear polarization axes at 775 nm (directly between the two
resonances). Simulated photoemission hot spots are shown or the modeled nanostar geometry. Adapted with permission rom re 86 or (a).
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. Reprinted with permission rom re 11 or (b). Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group. Adapted with
permission rom re 14 or (c) Copyright 2020 The Authors (CC BY 4.0).
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excitation density. Although surace hot spot elds are oten
much stronger than internal elds due to metallic screening, the
dierent excitation mechanisms and dimensionality or the
surace vs bulk necessitate more scrutiny in order to determine

which process is dominant. I we approximate spatially

independent excitation densities that depend only on the local

eld intensity, then the dimensionless ratio o surace-to-volume

Figure 4. Nanoplasmonic geometry-dependent surace versus bulk photoexcitation/emission. (a) Simulated surace-normal and volume elds or
several prototypical gold nanoparticle geometries, with photoemission rom surace hot spots and volume hot zones indicated (arrows representing the
average direction o the ∼cos θ angular distribution o emission rom each surace area element). The incident electric eld, E0, is linearly polarized
along the x axis in each case. (b) Measured photoelectron velocity maps rom each resonantly excited nanoparticle geometry, with blue indicating
predominant volume emission or the sphere (520 nm resonance; 2PPE over∼4.3 eV escape barrier), shell (650 nm; 3PPE), and rod (750 nm; 3PPE),
and magenta representing the predominant surace emission or the star (900 nm; 4PPE). (c) Semiempirical surace/volume n-photon photoemission
cross-section ratio, σS

(n)/σV
(n), as a unction o excitation wavelength or several gold nanoparticle geometries with dierent curvatures (bipyramids, rods,

and dumbbells) but similar volumes, surace-to-volume ratios, and resonance requencies (indicated by points). (d) Calculated linear (1PPE) volume/
surace internal photoemission (into surrounding semiconductor, 0.8 eV escape barrier) cross-section ratio, σV

(1)/σS
(1), as a unction o excitation photon

energy or gold nanospheres o dierent radius (a) and inelastic mean ree path (le). (e)Measured surace and volume internal quantum efciencies or
1PPE (291 nm excitation, 3.1 eV escape barrier) into a surrounding electrolyte solution as a unction o the inverse average ligament size (L−1) or
nanoporous gold lms. Adapted with permision rom re 34 or the sphere and rod panels in (b) and or (c). Copyright 2021 American Chemical
Society. Adapted with permission rom re 106 or the shell panel in (b). Copyright 2020 American Institute o Physics. Adapted with permission rom
re 14 or the star panel in (b). Copyright 2020 The Authors (CC BY 4.0). Adapted with permission rom re 30 or (d) Copyright 2014 Royal Society
o Chemistry. Adapted with permission rom re 32 or (e). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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excitation rates or an nth-order (linear n = 1 or nonlinear n > 1)
process can be written generically as

E S

E V

d

d
S
n

V
n

S
n n

V
n n

( )

( )

( ) 2

( ) 2
=

(1)

The ratio o eld-dependent excitation densities, ρS
(n)/ρV

(n) ≡
le(n), has units o length and can be thought o as an eective
thickness associated with surace excitations, accounting or
dierence mechanisms contributing to the photoexcitation
matrix elements. Note that le(n) should not be conused with the
actual spatial extent over which surace excitation occurs, which
requires a more careul analysis o the nonlocal material
response.98 Nevertheless, we may rewrite eq 1 as

E l S

E V

( d )

d
S
n

V
n

n n

n

( )

( )

2
eff
( )

2=
(2)

A recent photoemission study measured le(3) ≈ 7.5 pm, and
although this value may change signicantly or dierent n and
or photoexcitation vs photoemission (in particular, le(n) neglects
volume escape efciencies much smaller than unity34), the small
size o 7.5 pm compared with the ew- to tens-o-nanometer
depths over which volume elds typically extend illustrates how
bulk photoexcitation can be dominant despite the much greater
plasmon-enhanced electric elds in surace hot spots.
Furthermore, volume hot zones are typically spatially distinct

rom the surace hot spots (Figure 4a) and exhibit very small
surace-normal eld components with respect to the nearest
suraces. This can be understood in terms o boundary
conditions: Surace hot spots correspond to regions o high
curvature with a large charge buildup during plasmonic
oscillations, leading to strong surace-normal elds that decay
evanescently outside o the particle. However, in the typical
absence o ree charges (i.e., neutral metal nanoparticles), the
surace-normal eld just within the metal is |E⊥,in| = |(ϵ0/ϵ(ω))
E⊥,out|, where |ϵ0/ϵ(ω)| ≈ 0.07 or a gold−vacuum interace at
700 nm excitation wavelength. This boundary condition ensures
a relatively small plasmonic eld enhancement in volume
regions near surace hot spots, depending on the surrounding
medium. However, or nonellipsoidal geometries the nonuni-
orm internal elds can become very large in other regionssee
nanoshells, nanorods, and nanostars in Figure 4ain which the
surace-normal component with respect to adjacent suraces
remains small but where surace-parallel elds can be relatively
large (with the boundary condition E∥,in = E∥,out). As a result,
excitation in volume hot zones is oten dominated by bulk
excitation mechanisms, which are proportional to the total eld
intensity (or E2n or an n-photon process) rather than the
surace-normal eld intensity. The important takeaway is that, in
many nanoplasmonic systems, it becomes both conceptually and
practically straightorward to separate bulk-like excitation
mechanisms in volume hot zones rom surace-like excitations
in surace hot spots.
Beore proceeding, one exception and a source o some

ambiguity or this paradigm should be addressed. Even slight
discretization eects in tens-o-nanometer particles can lead to
considerable “geometry-assisted” excitation contributions,99
which have been calculated analytically via Fermi’s golden rule
in jellium models.100−103 Such eects are clearly due to the
surace boundary conditions and can also be rationalized in
terms o surace scattering.103 However, in spherical particles (in
which the internal elds are uniorm) the excitation density has

been shown to be more or less uniorm throughout the
volume,101 which is a bulk-like quality. Thus, while such
geometry-assisted transitions serve to break the bulk vs surace
paradigm (which completely breaks down at the ew-nanometer
scale) in principle, it is possible that they may be treated as bulk-
like excitations in practice with respect to the relevant hot carrier
spatial and momentum distributions. This exception under-
scores the danger o interpreting helpul dichotomies too rigidly
or generally, and highlights the necessity or urther
experimental investigations into geometry-assisted hot carrier
distributions.
Much more can be said and much more remains to be

explored on the undamental aspects o surace- vs bulk-like
excitations in nanoscale systems, but henceorth we will restrict
our attention to the salient eects o these dierent excitation
mechanisms on hot carrier distributions in real space and
momentum space. Whereas surace-excited electrons are
emitted directionally outward (on average) rom nanolocalized
hot spots,14,15,104 volume-excited hot electrons simply spill out
more broadly rom all nearby surace areas within an inelastic
mean ree path o the excitation region.33,34,105,106 Such
behaviors are demonstrated in Figure 4a,b. Bulk dynamics can
be modeled as a ballistic three-step process involving (i) local
excitation, (ii) transport to the surace with the possibility o
elastic or inelastic scattering, and (iii) possible escape over the
surace barrier i the surace-normal momentum is sufcient.107

Along with direct integration o ballistic photoemission models
or various analytical geometries (including spheres, ellipsoids,
cylinders, and truncated cones),33,108 the ull evolution o hot
carrier spatial and momentum distributions can be traced in
arbitrary nanoscale geometries via Monte Carlo integration o
these models.34,105,109,110 Such calculations have been per-
ormed with varying degrees o detail, including accounting or
simulated spatially varying plasmonic eld distributions,34,105

rst-principles excitation rates,105 nonlocality, quasi-elastic
electron−phonon scattering in the bulk,34,105,110 nonlinear
excitation,34 and diuse and/or specular multiple surace
scattering eects.110 The basic validity o such semiclassical
methods has been veried in a recent comparison between
momentum-resolved photoemission experiments and ballistic
theory.34
Unlike bulk excitations, direct excitation at the surace

precludes any decay due to inelastic scattering and can lead to
more efcient charge transer (Figure 4e),32 with internal
quantum efciencies greater than 20% demonstrated or very
small (<5 nm) gold nanoparticles attached to CdSe nanorods.26

Ballistic bulk-like charge transer, by contrast, exhibits typical
efciencies below 1%,29−32,111 despite around 50% o the
nascent hot electrons having sufcient energy to overcome a
typical∼1 eV Schottky barrier at visible excitation energies. This
poor collection efciency can be attributed to a combination o
two actors: (i) Tens-o-nanometer inelastic mean ree paths due
to electron−electron scattering.112,113 (ii) Insufcient surface-
normalmomentum to overcome the surace barrier or incidence
angles beyond the maximum escape angle (dening the “escape
cone”), θmax = cos−1 E E E( )/( )F e F+ + 10°−15° or
typical excess energies o Ee − ϕ ≈ 0.5 eV, where ϕ is the barrier
height (metal−vacuum work unction or metal−semiconductor
Schottky barrier) and Ee is the hot electron excitation energy
(both reerenced to the Fermi level, EF). These undamental
limitations also indicate how ballistic carrier collection
efciencies may be improved, by more careul design o the
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spatial and momentum distributions with respect to the
collection interace ollowing photoexcitation in tailored eld-
enhanced volume regions. In particular, collection efciencies
may be improved by designing bulk excitation regions well
within an inelastic mean ree path o the surace, as well as
smaller/higher-curvature particle eatures around these hot
zones, possibly also taking advantage o rough suraces to relax
the dependence o collection efciency on surace-normal
momentum.111 By completely relaxing this requirement and
assuming a ballistic model with unity interacial transmission
efciency or hot electrons with sufcient energy, one study
calculated and measured 20−40% internal quantum yields in the
visible range or small gold nanoparticles embedded in a TiO2
matrix.114 While the mechanism in this study remained unclear
and may have been due to some combination o direct surace
excitations, multiple surace scattering, and/or surace rough-
ness eects, this underscores the important role o vector-
momentum-dependent surace transmission or the collection o
ballistic hot carriers.
Beyond opportunities or geometrically designing plasmonic

elds to promote either surace hot spot emission or volume hot
zone emission upon resonant excitation, it is also possible to
optically control surace vs bulk contributions in at least two
ways: (i) requency- or polarization-selective excitation o
dierent plasmonic modes that promote dierent mechanisms
due to dierent internal/surace eld distributions, or (ii) by
requency-dependent screening eects. With the second
method, it has been shown that particles such as nanorods
that behave as bulk emitters (transverse emission; Figure 4b) on
resonance can transition to surace emitters (longitudinal
emission) with sufcient red detuning o the excitation light
(Figure 4c,d).34 This is due to the enhanced screening o the
incident radiation within the metal or lower requencies, which
dramatically and disproportionately decreases the volume hot
zones relative to the surace hot spots.34 Indeed, the surace/
volume excitation ratio (Figure 4c) essentially ollows the trend
o |ϵ(ω)/ϵ0|2n due to the eect o screening on the eld integral
ratio in eq 1, whereas the requency dependence o ρS

(n)/ρV
(n) is

expected to largely cancel out and thus be much less
signicant.34 For many nanoplasmonic geometries, this
requency-dependent surace-bulk transition will lead to entirely
dierent spatial distributions o hot electron excitation and
momentum distributions o emission, as illustrated in Figure 4a.
As a nal remark on this subject, we note that such a high

degree o control over both nonuniorm volume- and surace-
excited hot carrier spatial and momentum distributions is only
available in the perturbative single- or multiphoton excitation
regimes. By contrast, emission currents in the strong-eld
regime are necessarily highly localized to surace hot spots, while
electron−electron thermalized hot carrier transer or emission
(i.e., thermionic emission) generally leads to a more uniorm
spilling out o hot carriers rom all suraces. It is intriguing,
however, that several recent studies have provided evidence o
nonuniorm nanoscale thermal distributions and corresponding
nonuniorm thermionic or thermally assisted emission.90,115 In
the examples provided in Figure 4, the process orders range rom
n = 1 (1PPE) to 4 (4PPE) or dierent excitation photon
energies and escape barriers. While in some cases (excitation
energy >2 eV; λ < 620 nm) d-band interband excitations can
become a prominent source o absorption, the excited carriers
remain too close to the Fermi level to escape. Thus, in each case
shown, intraband excitations are the dominant source o signal,
which will indeed remain the case or most plasmon-resonant

excitations or and typical escape/transer barriers >1 eV. The
multiphoton intraband excitations can include coherent
transitions through virtual intermediate states (no correspond-
ing intermediate state population), incoherent transitions
through intermediate eigenstate population, or some mixture
thereo, yet plasmon-mediated nPPE (particularly or n > 2) is
oten attributed to the coherent channel (though more work is
required).116,117 Despite quantitative dierences in transition
matrix elements and relative eld weighting or these dierent
process orders, many o the general insights discussed here on
the surace vs bulk dichotomy can be expected to apply or linear
and nonlinear photoexcitation.

■ ULTRAFAST HOT CARRIER DYNAMICS
Thus, ar, we have discussed the design and/or active control o
nanoscale hot carrier distributions via some combination o
nanoparticle (or coating) geometry and the mapping o optical
degrees o reedom such as polarization and requency onto
nanoplasmonic electric eld distributions, with corresponding
inuences on surace- and bulk-like photoexcitation distribu-
tions. For the most part, these methods or manipulating hot
carrier spatial and momentum distributions do not rely on the
overall intensity or electron temperature and thus conceptually
apply to both ultraast and continuous wave (CW) excitation,
with CW multiphoton photoemission even observed recently at
nanostar tip hot spots.118 However, emtosecond pulsed
excitation is clearly essential or efcient nonlinear applications,
along with investigations o hot carrier dynamics on their natural
emtosecond time scalesalso necessary or understanding
steady-state distributions and extraction efciencies under CW
excitation. Additionally, pulsed excitation augmented by
plasmonic enhancements creates new opportunities or dynamic
control o hot carrier distributions and dynamics with tailored
ultraast laser elds,53,85 along with a variety o strong-eld
physics.17,70,89,119,120 In this section, we will consider some
recent insights rom ultraast studies o hot carrier dynamics in
nanoplasmonic systems, ocusing on perturbative rather than
strong-eld processes. Exciting developments in related areas o
nanoplasmonic coherent control on atto- to emtosecond time
scales have been covered in detailed recent reviews.70,120
Efcient hot carrier extraction to perorm useul work in

photocatalysis, photovoltaics, integrated optoelectronics, and
other applications relies not only on a detailed knowledge o the
initial spatial and momentum distributions o photoexcited
carriers but also on their subsequent single-particle decay
dynamics and overall population kinetics. In bulk and thin lm
copper, silver, gold, and aluminum, the lietimes o 0.5−2 eV hot
electrons are in the tens-o-emtosecond range and depend
strongly on excitation energy.121 In particular, the lietimes o
these low-energy nearly ree electron (quasiparticle) excitations
within a ew electronvolts o the Fermi level, EF, approximately
ollow Fermi liquid theory behavior, with lietimes ∝(E −
EF)−2.121−123 The primary decay mechanism in these cases is
inelastic electron−electron scattering with the “cold” Fermi sea
electrons. In nanoscale systems, however, hot carrier dynamics
are expected to deviate rom bulk-like behaviors. First o all,
nanoscale systems (including thin lms) limit the eects o
ballistic transport out o the excitation region, thus yielding
longer lietimes in thin lms compared with articially shortened
lietimes observed in thick/bulk materials124 (Figure 5b).
However, it has been shown that thermalization times o hot
carrier distributions (and thus individual hot carrier lietimes)
decrease with decreasing Ag and Au nanoparticle size (Figure
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5a), due to the local reduction o charge density and reduced
screening in the surace region leading to increased inter-
actions.125,126 For very small (<3 nm) particles there is more at
play still, as silver nanoparticle ensembles supported on graphite
were shown to exhibit longer lietimes than typical silver thin
lms in the >1.5 eV excitation energy range.127 This has been
attributed to quantum connement in these very small systems
and the corresponding reduced density o states and electron−
electron interactions.101,128,129
Recently, the rst energy-resolved emtosecond pump−probe

photoemission studies o single nanoparticles have demon-
strated bulk-like carrier dynamics (i.e., Fermi liquid theory
behavior with bulk-like lietimes) at application-relevant 1−2 eV
excitations energies in gold nanorods with 10 nm diameters
(Figure 5b).130 Angle-resolved photoelectron velocity mapping
provided unambiguous evidence o bulk-like photoexcitation
and ballistic dynamics, with hot electrons ultimately spilling out
o the sides due to the larger surace area compared with the tips
and a centralized plasmonic eld enhancement (Figure 4a), as
also shown recently in single-color multiphoton photoemission
studies o single gold nanorods.34 Furthermore, the hot electron
dynamics were ound to be insensitive to particle geometry or
vastly dierent 10 nm × 40 nm monocrystalline gold nanorods
and 160 nm/120 nm diameter polycrystalline gold shell/silica
core nanoshells.130 These studies were perormed with plasmon-

coupled 1.8 eV excitation photon energies, just below the ∼2 eV
onset o d-band absorption or gold. This precludes several
potentially signicant complicating eects present in most o the
previous gold lm studies, which were typically perormed at >3
eV excitation photon energy to overcome the ∼5 eV metal work
unction while measuring dynamics or a broad range o
excitation energies. For such excitation photon energies,
enhanced d-band excitation and Auger decay eects consid-
erably inuence the dynamics.121,131 Cascading or in-lling rom
higher energy levels into the <2 eV range also become
prominent, leading to longer eective lietimes.121 It is thus
likely that this eect contributes to the much longer lietimes
measured or Au thin lms132 (ℏωpump = 3.2 eV) compared with
Au nanoparticles130 (ℏωpump = 1.8 eV), summarized in Figure
5b. Variations in lietimes measured in dierent experiments
with dierent substrates, sample preparation procedures, and
other systematic actors can also be signicant, as illustrated or
the dierent Au lm studies perormed by Cao et al.132 and
Aeschlimann et al.124 shown in Figure 5b.
These direct time- and energy-resolved two-photon photo-

emission studies provide insight into the time scales relevant or
hot carrier extraction and, when combined with theoretical
modeling or experimental resolution on spatial and momentum
photoexcitation distributions, suggest guidelines or designing
efcient hot carrier collection. This is important given that the
much longer hundreds-o-emtosecond energy-averaged hot
carrier thermalization times measured in seminal optical pump−
probe studies o metal nanoparticles125,126,133 (Figure 5a) are
oten invoked as the relevant time scale o hot carrier decay, as
eatured in the typical sequence o plasmon dephasing (∼1−10
s), electron−electron thermalization (∼100−500 s), electron−
phonon thermalization (∼1−10 ps), and lattice-environment
thermalization (>10 ps) time scales.129,134,135 While this
sequence is generally correct and serves as a helpul guideline,
the energy-averaged electron−electron thermalization times
measured in optical pump−probe studies are dominated by the
much longer decay time scales o low-energy excitations.125,136
In the ∼1−2 eV excitation energy range relevant to many
applications, it is well-known rom numerous energy-resolved
photoemission pump−probe studies o noble metal bulk, thin
lms, and nanoparticles discussed above that the hot carrier
lietimes are in the tens-o-emtosecond range (Figure 5b,c)
i.e., about an order o magnitude aster than the overall
electron−electron thermalization time.
Furthermore, a simple calculation demonstrates that the

nascent hot carriers with ast tens-o-emtosecond decay
dynamics are likely to bemost relevant or applications involving
extraction into/over >1 eV energy levels/barriers, despite the
signicantly longer (ew-picosecond) lietimes o electron−
electron thermalized carriers. To avoid keeping track o carrier
multiplication eects due to electron−electron scattering, we
make such comparisons in terms o a more relevant quantity, the
available energy. In particular, or a population o truly “hot”
electrons thermalized via electron−electron scattering over
hundreds o emtoseconds ollowing pulsed laser excitation to a
Fermi−Dirac distribution at ∼1000 K electron temperature, less
than 0.001% o the energy in the hot carrier distribution lies
above 1 eV. This is accounting or energy stored in the hot
electron and hot hole distributions and may be compared with
30% o the energy in the nascent/nonthermal carrier
distribution with 1.55 eV (800 nm) excitation photons. I one
reasonably assumes that most/all o the nascent excitation
energy is ultimately transerred into the thermal distribution via

Figure 5. Ultraast hot carrier dynamics in metal lms and
nanoparticles. (a) Transient transmission measurements o gold
nanoparticle ensembles embedded in a dielectric matrix or 1.32 eV
pump photon energy and 3.95 eV probe photon energy, along with a
summary o the t rise (electron−electron thermalization) times as a
unction o particle diameter compared with 20 nm Au lm. These
measurements are not energy resolved and thus represent an average o
the dynamics over all hot carrier energies. (b) Energy-resolved two-
photon photoemission studies o bulk Au, 10 and 26 nm Au(111) on
NaCl rom re 124, 15 nm Au(111)/mica rom re 132, and single gold
nanorods rom re 130. Fermi liquid theory calculations shown or
comparison with a = 1, 2, 3, 4 s and EF = 5.53 eV in the general
expression, lietime = aEF

2/(E − EF)2. (a) is adapted with permission
rom re 126. Copyright 2004 American Physical Society.
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electron−electron scattering, the nascent distribution contains
greater than 30,000 times the available energy above 1 eV.
However, we must also consider the act that thermalized
carriers live ∼100 times longer (ew-picosecond electron−
phonon thermalization times134) than the nascent carriers (ew
tens-o-emtosecond electron−electron decay times) in this >1
eV energy range. Combining these simple estimates yields a 300-
old greater energy availability in the nascent vs thermalized
electron distributions, even or pulsed laser excitation with a
relatively high ∼1000 K electron temperature.
Based on these estimates, electron−electron thermalized hot

carrier collection at excitation energies >1 eV only becomes
appreciable or >2000 K transient electron temperatures. While
such electron temperatures can be achieved with emtosecond
pulsed laser excitation, the role o thermalized carriers or CW
(including solar) excitation with signicantly lower steady-state
electron temperatures may be expected to become completely
negligible compared with nascent carriers. These arguments also
neglect the eects o ballistic collection efciency, which may be
enhanced or tailored nascent excitations (see previous section)
compared with thermalized hot carriers that will have already
spread throughout the particle and indiscriminately sample the
entire surace area. Given these simple arguments, it is clearly
essential ormany applications to design nanoplasmonic systems
that can transer as many nascent carriers as possible, either by (i)
direct interacial excitation or via (ii) bulk generation in eld-
enhanced regions close to high-curvature (or rough111) suraces
to achieve higher average values o surace-normal momentum.
Finally, we note that while much emphasis has been given to

hot electron dynamics (here and in general), recent studies have
begun to explore ultraast hot hole dynamics at p-type
semiconductor interaces.97 These studies by Tagliabue et al.
have demonstrated both the inuence o long-lived charge
trapping interacial states (lietimes around ∼10 ps and ∼5 ns)
on hot hole extraction, as well as the remarkable eect hot hole
collection has on the hot electron dynamics via the electron-
density-dependent electronic heat capacity. In particular, it was
ound that the increased electron density in the gold
nanoparticles (as hot holes were transerred away) led to an
increase in the electronic heat capacity and corresponding
decrease in the peak electron temperature and electron−phonon
decay time.97,134 These studies underscore the need or urther
emphasis on hot hole dynamics in nanoplasmonic applications,
where the hot hole distribution contains at least hal o the
absorbed photon energy (ormore or excitation energies beyond
the d-band threshold) and also dynamically inuence the hot
electron distribution.

■ SUMMARY
The basic insight that nanoscale light concentration in
plasmonic nanoparticles can yield high densities o highly
excited charge carriers has stimulated a signicant body o
research in hot carrier science and technology, even without
detailed understanding o the nanoscale distributions and
ultraast dynamics. Recent studies with nanoscale spatial and
emtosecond temporal resolution, along with angle-resolved
momentum resolution, have urther expanded the capabilities
and opportunities in this eld. Having surveyed several emerging
methods or exploiting designer nanoscale geometries and
coatings, along with optically controlled photoexcitation and
emission distributions, it is clear that many avenues remain to be
explored in existing application areas and exciting new areas o
nanophotonics and nanoelectronics.
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